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Ozalentour's main objective is to provide a stable, guaranteed and
cryptocurrency compatible payment solution. In order to allow the most
complete membership, Ozalentour includes an exclusive loyalty token
stabilized on a EUR reserve (1:1). Furthermore, in order to allow our users to
become investors, a token to share in our solution is also included.

Findings and challenges
In a context of economic crisis and de-banking of our society and thanks to the advent

of the Internet, billions of people now have the opportunity to entertain their assets
alongside multiple information systems.
From a €40 smartphone, these services are now accessible wherever you are in the world (or
almost). This connectivity has boosted the global economy by giving more people access to
the banking, neo-banking and parabanking financial ecosystem. What is important to note is
that the majority of these digital services are fragmented across a multitude of applications
and platforms digitized by country, city, category, goods, services...
But then, why not centralise all the needs of daily life on the same application? Such as an explorer
of good deals, an activity feed and a wallet ...

Ozalentour : The Mission
Ozalentour's main mission is to bring a payment app that allows easy access to the
worlds of cryptocurrencies, while saving time, money and new experiences for its user.
Hence its name [Ozalentour], this "payment app 3.0" aims to centralize everything that man
needs to live and work serenely without wasting time.
Objective: To offer a payment application that centralizes both daily activities and all
types of goods and services. Designed to optimize both the purchasing power of
consumers as well as the cash flow of managers, Ozalentour also facilitates
commercial and financial exchanges via a digital solution representing 5 years of
research and 2 years of development.
Good to know: Each user of our Ozalentour application will also have the pleasure of playing
a fundamental role on the environmental impact by promoting short circuits!
Need cash ? Each user with a credit balance in €OZP can at any time come back in state
currency (€EUR, $USD...) (see condition)
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OZAPHYRE (€OZP) is a loyalty token that allows you to make payments and cash
-ins in "crypto-euro" exclusively within the Ozalentour ecosystem. Included in
every account, it also aims to facilitate money transfers and financial
investments to our shareholding token ($OZA).
This payment token with a value of 1 €EUR for 1 €OZP is mainly usable within the Ozalentour
payment app. OZAPHYRE (€OZP) payments will be made via QR-CODE, e-boutique, or on the
spot at all partner shops.

Findings and challenges
The world is in dire need of an open digital asset and decentralised infrastructure.
First, protecting your digital assets on your computer and mobile device must be
simple and intuitive. The same goes for global money transfers: these are often timeconsuming, tedious and expensive. The idea with OZAPHYRE (OZP) is to create a
complementary economy that allows money to be transferred as quickly as sending a
text message.
Moreover, in an uncertain economic and geopolitical climate and with the multiplication of
neo-banks and crypto-currencies (over 10,000), it is important to take the lead by adopting a
stable digital currency, backed by a reserve token, as the Franc was over Gold, before it was
totally uncorrelated...

Blockchains and cryptocurrencies have similar properties that can solve problems of
accessibility, guarantees and reliability.
The challenge: To provide a "Euro-Token" backed by a reserve token and acting
as a local currency to a global community!

Opportunities
Before going into the technical details of OZAPHYRE (OZP), we feel it is important to
present our convictions in order to align the expectations of the community with the
ecosystem we wish to cultivate around this initiative:
•

We believe that more people should have access to cheap financial services and capital,
as well as investments that generate short-term profits.

•

We believe that everyone has the inherent right to control the fruits of their legal labour.

•

We are convinced that public confidence in decentralised forms of governance will
gradually increase year after year.
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Opportunities (continued)
•

We are convinced that OZAPHYRE (OZP) coupled with Ozalentour will boost the local
economy on a global scale.

•

We are convinced that a global currency and financial infrastructure must be
decentralised, public and sovereign.

•

We believe that expanding financial inclusion, supporting ethical stakeholders and
continuously defending the integrity of the ecosystem is our shared responsibility.

•

We are convinced that OZAPHYRE (OZP) will increase the purchasing power of members
while optimising the cash flow of all types of organisations.

•

We are convinced that in the event of a financial crisis, Ozalentour is certainly one of the
best digital solutions to protect against any bank failures, as well as any fundamental
infringement of personal freedoms.

The Ultimate Challenge: Decentralise the Ozalentour payment app and create our own
blockchain by connecting users around the world via a proof-of-stake/proof-of-work mix,
all using the energy of connected media.

Very Important !
In the midst of the economic crisis and in a geopolitical world under tension, it is our
duty to provide a digital solution whose purpose is to allow users to own an independent, stable and guaranteed wallet, within an ecosystem composed of good deals, news
and crypto-financial investments!
So remember these tokens:
The Stablecoin OZP/EUR

OZAPHYRE (€OZP)
The Fidelity Token

The Token

OZACOIN ($OZA)
The Placement Token
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OZAPHYRE (€OZP) is composed of 5 elements that together form a more
exclusive and secure financial system:
1- €OZP is based on a public, secure, recognized and reliable blockchain protocol:
STELLAR
2- €OZP can be transferred between users or used to pay for all types of goods &
services online or in-store: associations, individuals, professionals, organizations...
3- €OZP is backed by a EURO bank reserve and our OZA token!
4- €OZP can be exchanged at any time in €EUR (fiat) and in $OZA (crypto).
5- €OZP has in its contract the possibility of MINT/BURN of OZP's in order to satisfy the
demand while equating with the liquidity of €EUR in reserve.

OZAPHYRE (OZP) via Stellar Expert

The OZP Ecosystem
Consensus: Stellar Consensus Protocol
Total Supply (TS) : 13.199.000 OZP with maintenance of the liquidity/collateral relationship
(in/burn)
Guarantee Currency: EURO (EUR)

Credit card purchase fee: 3.50% of the transaction amount
Cryptocurrency purchase fee: 0.99% of the transaction amount
Purchase fee by wire transfer: Free
OZP transaction fee: 0.99% of the amount per transaction
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The OZAPHYRE Ecosystem (OZP)
Governance: Ozalentour SAS
Consensus: Stellar Consensus Protocol
Total Supply (minimum) : 13.199.000 €OZP
Mint/Burn : Active
Guarantee currency: EUR
Number of possible transactions per second: 1000 transactions/second
Contrat : GBUYBCQZGLGYU4YNINZVWSQLMESCR3BIWCO6GVNQVPHGR62S2PC3NT7B

Tokenmetrics

VISUAL IDENTITIES: OZAPHYRE (OZP)
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The mission of the $OZA utility token is to offer all our Holders tokenized
shares of our company Ozalentour. The $OZA token will be valued
according to the company's "Ozalentour" solutions, all guaranteed on a
basket of 6 crypto-currencies such as: $BNB, $BUSD, $ETH, $USDT, $USDC
and $BTC!
The $OZA Token also aims to reward its holders via a stacking/farming system of the
"Pancakeswap" type offering between 30 and 2000% APY!

Findings and challenges
In a crypto world undergoing strict regulation, it is our duty to provide a fair economic solution
between the DEX and CEX markets. Therefore, $OZA will be guaranteed up to 6 crypto reserves
equally distributed across different markets.
OZACOIN ($OZA) is composed of 5 elements that together form a more exclusive and secure
financial system:
1- $OZA is based on a public, secure, recognized and reliable blockchain protocol: BSC
2- $OZA is backed by its crypto-economic vision and eco-humanitarian concept
3- $OZA is backed by 6 recognized crypto-currencies: USDT, BUSD, USDC, BNB, BTC and
ETH
4- $OZA can be traded in OZAPHYRE (OZP) at any time exclusively via Ozalentour but
also on various CEX/DEX markets.
5- The governance (Owner) is intended to be 100% paid up after dilution of the entire
market!

How to open an OZACOIN ($OZA) wallet?
1- Download MathWallet for Android or iPhone here
2- Choose the Binance Smartchain Network (or BNB Chain depending on version)
3- Open your BSC wallet and save your "Secret Phrase" correctly
4- Click on "Add assets" and search for "OZA" in the search
5- Select your token from the list and ENJOY!

How do I migrate my OZAGOLD ($OZG) tokens to OZACOIN ($OZA)?
1- Send your migration request by email here: migration@oza.gold
2- Your request must include: Name, First Name, Public Address of your Portfolio
3- Our support team will register your request and verify your KYC/KYB/AML
4- Our support team accepts your request and sends you the procedure to follow
5- You burn your OZG's and receive the equivalent in OZA (depending on the burn).
5– ENJOY !
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The OZACOIN ($OZA) Ecosystem (via DEX/CEX)
Governance: Ozalentour SAS (release Owner at the end of the project)

Consensus: Binance SMARTCHAIN
Total Supply (TS): $OZA 100,000,000
Mint/Burn: Disable, LP BURN 51
Collateral Currencies: USDT (30%), BUSD (30%), USDC (30%), BTC (5%), ETH (2.5%) BNB (2.5%)
Number of possible transactions per second: 15 to 20 tx/sec
Contract : 0x1e16d4579d6a1471745a20ec491739e201971151
Total CEX/DEX market share: 50% - 50%.

Sécurisé par

Tokenmetrics

VISUAL IDENTITIES: $OZA

Vote
Flash Mint
Pause
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In order to democratize the Ozalentour payment app 3.0 to a wide audience, it is
important to remember that Ozalentour allows each user to promote all types
of businesses, goods and services. Thus, each Ozalentour member has the opportunity to obtain additional income in cryptocurrency...

The use case
The idea behind Ozalentour is simple... Create a bridge between the FIAT market and the
cryptocurrency market. To achieve this, what better way than to have a Swiss Army knife
payment app that allows you to manage both your private and professional life.
- Get started in Ozalentour, activate your wallet and enjoy !
- Promote your crypto-activity !
- Publish/manage your offers and orders !
- Collect money via the Ozalentour digital cashier !
- Track and improve your business performance !
- Convert your OZP's into digital gold: OZACOIN (OZA) and more !

The Stacking Offer
Enjoy a unique experience depending on the amount you top up!
No subscription, no commitment, just... give and take!

0 €OZP

Accept and Receive OZAPHYRES (OZP)

25 €OZP

Pay for Coupons and Transfer Cash!

50 €OZP

Create my Activity and publish Offers!

75 €OZP

Access the OZP placement and earn 3%/year!

100 €OZP

Exchange my OZP's in OZA, EUR, BTC...
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Included in our roadmap, every Ozalentour member will be able to exchange their OZP's
into $OZA at any time via our in-house OZP/OZA SWAP available exclusively through
Ozalentour applications.
In addition, every user and investor of $OZA will be able to resell their $OZA in any
currency at any time from PANCAKESWAP and to any other exchange platform such as
BINANCE or COINBASE.

How does it work ?
In order to allow the exchange of OZAPHYRE (OZP) / OZACOIN (OZA) from Ozalentour, we need
to opt for 2 reserves. Thus users wishing to invest on the token OZACOIN (OZA) from
Ozalentour will be able to exchange both their OZP's into OZA's or vice versa for only 2.5% fee
per exchange.
OZA's distribution network: BINANCE SMARTCHAIN (BEP20)
Exchange system: JS contract via VPS & CLOUDFLARE + IPLOADBALANCING
Real time connection to the OZACOIN ($OZA) rate expressed in EUR via API
Connection to the OZAPHYRE OWNER pool (€OZP) via SSL & SSH KEY on STELLAR
Connection to the OWNER OZACOIN (OZA) reserve via SSL & SSH KEY on BSC
If 1 OZA is €0.01, then the user will receive 10,000 OZA for an exchange of EUR 100

SSL/SSH CONNECTION
WITH CLOUDFLARE

OZP RESERVE

VPS SERVER

OZA RESERVE

WITHDRAW !
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In order to better respond to the requirements of the regulators and the
questions of our investors, please find below the extract of a note made
by a law firm specialised in digital assets:

The issuance of tokens
In law, the token is defined in Article L. 552-2 of the Monetary and Financial Code (CMF). The
token offer "consists of offering to the public, in any form whatsoever, to subscribe to these
tokens" (Art. L. 552-3 of the CMF) and the issuers of tokens are entitled to apply for a visa
from the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF) (Art. L. 552-4 et seq. of the CMF)
In fact, the OZP token appears to be a token within the meaning of the aforementioned
article, representing a right to payment for the goods and services that will be offered. As
public offerings of tokens are only subject to an optional approval procedure, the transaction
carried out by the Company complies with French financial regulations. The OZA Token
appears to correspond to a token within the meaning of the above-mentioned regime. In this
sense, its offer to the public through a third-party platform presents a limited risk, although a
subsequent reclassification cannot be ruled out.

Payments in/by digital assets
In law, one of the constituent elements of the concept of digital assets within the meaning of
Article L.54-10-1 of the Monetary and Financial Code is, in particular, their acceptance as a
means of exchange by natural or legal persons. Digital assets are necessarily transferable and
exchangeable, either for other digital assets or for legal tender.
The payment of a good or service in digital assets is thus allowed, provided that the payment
takes place between actors, natural or legal persons, duly authorised by the French
regulations in force.
In addition, it should be noted that exchange transactions between digital assets, or
currencies to digital assets, are exempt from VAT due to the absence of a direct link between
the good or service received and the countervalue received (in this sense, see CJEU, 22
October 2015, "Hedqvist", C-264/14, pursuant to Article 261 C, 1° of the CGI).

In fact, the tokens provided by the Company are digital assets, as defined
above. They can therefore be used as means of payment and the sale and
exchange of the tokens will not be subject to VAT (except for 30% Flat Tax on
capital gains in case of exit).
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After 7 years of research and development, we are pleased to invite you to
our final phase.

FINAL STAGES
January 2022

February 2022

March 2022

Preparations for the new school year: Development of a "landing
page" + 1st visuals of the Ozalentour application + "CrashTest TokenMetrics" + preparation of the marketing strategy + sending a tax rescript
with Maître CHOCHOY (subject: VAT exemption on Token)
Pentest 1 + Creation of the final OZP contract (RTM), Development of
a STELLAR API, Relocation of servers, Relocation of OZP wallets including Owner + Activation of security (Cloudflare...).
Launch of the "landing page" of the application + tests of account
creation with the new OZP contract in-house + "CrashTest Server" +
tests of purchases by CB + tests of purchases via CRYPTOMONNAIE

April 2022

Implementation of the KYC/KYC/AML part with our first partner
VESPIA + Development of an optimized STELLAR API + moving the
Ozalentour code to React JS.

May 2022

Crashtest + PSAN registration + Sending the PSAN VISA file as an
actor on digital assets with Maître CHOCHOY and GOVERNANCES +
opening of OZAPHYRE (OZP) portfolios in test mode.

June 2022

Rescrit fiscal with the TRESOR PUBLIC (clarification on taxes)

August 2022

September 2022
Octobre 2022

Launch of the OZACOIN ($OZA) testnet + Launch of the $OZA mainnet +
Migration of $OZG holders to $OZA + Launch of the Ozalentour alpha test
application (available from our website Ozalentour.com) + Marketing preparation for an ICO for $OZA!
AIRDROP $OZA + ICO sur PINKSALE FINANCE + update app !
LISTING $OZA on Pancakeswap, Coingecko et azbit.com !

Novembre 2022

LISTING $OZA on CMM, dex-trade.com et Bybit !

December 2022

LISTING $OZA on Hotbit, Bitmart, LBank !

2023

Obtaining the PSAN VISA + Launch and referencing of the Ozalentour
application on App Store and Google Play!
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Ozalentour SAS with a capital of 210.680€ is a simplified joint stock company registered in the Lille Trade Register under SIRET number 879 402 238 00015. Ozalentour SAS is therefore the guarantor of the OZAPHYRE (€OZP) and OZACOIN ($OZA)
applications and tokens.

Ozalentour in figures is





+ 12 highly motivated and passionate employees
+ More than 2510 members registered on Ozalentour and more than 450 activities listed
+ 284,000,000+ potential prospects in the French-speaking world
+ 141,000 followers on our social networks

Advisors Team

Contacts
CEO & Founder (Blockchain Advisor ) : Johan Decottignies
CFO (Chief Financial Officer) : Thomas Fraquet
CTO (Chief Technical Officer) : Guillaume Hauspie
CCO (Chief Customer Officer) : Guillaume Depiere
OM (Office Manager) : Océane Loyez

In the PSAN VISA phase, the aim of Ozalentour SAS is to provide a legal governance framework and coordinate networks, reserve and financial market authorities. Acting as a
decentralised local currency, OZAPHYRE (OZP) via Ozalentour aims to promote and develop local commerce while offering purchasing power and new experiences to both sellers
and consumers.
Join us : Ozalentour.com
Any reproduction, in whole or in part, of this site or of one or more of its components, by any means whatsoever, without the express authorisation of its creator, is prohibited, and would constitute an infringement punishable under Articles L.335-2 et seq. of the Intellectual Property Code.
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